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1. My wake-up call





Planet

People

Profit

A sustainable future









Feeding the earth



Biodiversity: our life support system

Source: Nature, 2020  “Bending the curve of terrestrial biodiversity needs an integrated strategy”



Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation,
Big Food Redesign Study



What were your wake-up calls?



2. Landscapes and food production



Industrialised agriculture: monocropping





Pixelcropping (Vrienden van de Velhorst)



Agroforestry (Janmiekeshoeve)



Food forest (Ketelbroek)



4+16 hectares!



To what degree are you aware 
of the impact that your daily food consumption 
has on the landscape? 



3. Biodiverse food production & machines



Student project Competition (multistage rocket) “moonshot” startup

?

?
And many more…

The “moonshot”



Farmbot

DIY package

“Kitchen garden robot”

Pixelfarmingrobotics

Robot One

Adjustable experimentation platform

For rent (995,- per day)

Pixelfarmingrobotics

Prototype, “mobile farmbot”

“pacht je pixel” (“lease your pixel”)

remote kitchen gardening

Robots for biodiverse cultivation systems



Robots for biodiverse cultivation systems:
Enabling more, smaller farms with more farmers?



?

Robot



Accelerating the transition with new technology for new food systems

1 Conventional farming 2 Precision farming 3 Tech for regenerative 
and circular farming

Transition accelerator: 
engineering competitions 
challenge based learning projects

You are here

De moonshot connected to challenge based learning



Accelerating the transition with new technology for new food systems

1 Conventional farming 2 Precision farming 3 Tech for regenerative 
and circular farming

Transition accelerator: 
engineering competitions 
challenge based learning projects

Accelerate to there

De moonshot connected to challenge based learning



“The grey domain”
Technology 

big tractors -> robots

“The green domain”
Agronomy – ecology

Agroecology

Transdisciplinary learning: lemniscate between grey and green domain
In a virtuous circle, 

every edition better.





23/24: Agrobot Competitie.

video 2nd edition engineering competition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6KC_jreVnA


www.avans.nl/

23/24: Drone Challenge.



Can robots (re)enable these kinds of diverse landscapes? 



4. Role of food services

How can the hospitality sector inspire you 

to eat differently and thereby shape your 

local landscape?



Story telling: making a healthy diet for a healthy planet attractive



Story telling
Be ready to be surprised, to be amazed, to be astonished by flavor.
Be ready to change your diet.



Emile van der Staak believes that today’s choices determine 
what tomorrow’s world will look like. 
And many of these choices revolve around food. 
That’s why he turns ordinary plants into fingerlicking dishes. 



Capacity building: more conscious chefs





Signalling – clear symbols for (planet) healthy alternatives

regional-regenerative

regional-regenerative optional



No shit, more than vegan.



Villa Augustus, hotel-restaurant in Dordrecht



Caterer Vitam supporting the largest food forest











Cooperative wholesaler for institutions

Providing a short food supply chain in Friesland between 
regenerative farms and institutions (hospitals, schools)





What are feasible steps that you can make
to help others to make (bigger) feasible steps?

MAYA
Most advanced, yet acceptable



We need to change our diet for a healthy future.

Each at our own pace.

Hospitality services are in a unique position
            to help and accelerate this change.

The changing customer preferences will create
              many new business opportunities.

How can we seize those opportunities?

What stories can we tell and what experiences can we offer that

keep us close to our customers and keep them open to our suggestions

to try something new, have a wonderful experience at that moment

and make a valuable step towards a healthy future?

What steps can you make in your hospitality services?


